
NEWSPAPER PAGE LAYOUT TERMS

Newspaper terminology. Masthead/title piece the newspaper's title displayed on the front page. Skyline this is an
information panel on the front.

Column - A regular feature often on a specific topic, written by the same person who is known as a columnist.
Comprehensive layout. Subhead: A secondary phrase usually following a headline. Negative space or white
space the area of page without text, image or other elements Noise: A noisy image or noisy scan is one where
there are random or extra pixels that have degraded the image quality. Also called tombstoning. Layout is the
attraction for readership and to optimize the Newspaper' s effectiveness in presenting information share
improve this answer answered Apr 25 ' 16 at  The Newspaper Front Page. Cutlines: Explanatory text, usually
full sentences, that provides information about illustrations. Subhead - A smaller one-line headline for a story.
All caps Type using only capital letters. Caps Capital or uppercase letters Caption A line or block of type
providing descriptive information about a photo; used interchangeably with cutline. Flatplan - A page plan that
shows where the articles and adverts are laid out. CSS is a simple, declarative language for creating style
sheets that specify the rendering of HTML and other structured documents. Cross head - A few words used to
break up large amounts of text, normally taken from the main text. I thought I would start by explaining some
of the terminology and features of newspaper. Word processing terminal at the newspaper office layout:.
Dummy A small, detailed page diagram showing where all elements go. So there are two contradicting
definitions of this, and one or two other terms. London is situated. Column rule A vertical line separating
stories or running between legs within a story. Cross head: a heading set in the body of the text used to break it
into easily readable sections. Flush right: copy aligned along the right margin. House style - A publication's
guide to style, spelling and use of grammar, designed to help journalists write and present in a consistent way
for their target audience. Air White space used in a story design. Duotone A halftone that uses two colors,
usually black and a spot color. In page layout and printing, any two facing pages of a book, magazine,
newspaper, or other publication. This includes the font styles used, the. Ear Text or graphic elements on either
side of a newspaper's flag. Strapline - Similar to a subhead or standfirst, but used more as a marketing term. In
journalism, get the climax in first, then give the context. A headline' s purpose is to quickly and briefly draw
attention to the story. Small type usually 5. Descender: letters that descend below a line q,p,g, j Ascenders and
descenders can create unused space in large headlines Descender The part of a letter extending below the
baseline as in g, j, p, q, y. Chemtrails, weird photos, underground bases. Bar chart A chart comparing
statistical values by depicting them as bars. Masthead - Main title section and name at the front of a
publication. Column logo A graphic device that labels regularly appearing material by packaging the writer's
name, the column's name and a small mug or drawing of the writer. Not to be confused with the gutter, which
is the combination of the inside margins of two facing pages. Free acronyms and abbreviations finder and
definitions - business, training, medical, military, technical, funny - acronyms, backronyms and abbreviations
meanings. Printed title of a newspaper on page one. Masthead: Magazine term referring to the printed list,
usually on the editorial page of a newspaper or magazine, that lists the contributors. Centered Art or type that's
aligned symmetrically, sharing a common midpoint.


